****** MAJOR STATE CALENDAR ******
SENATE BILLS
THIRD READING

SB 698  Birdwell
SP: Lozano / Blanco
Relating to the expedited processing of certain applications for permits under the Texas Clean Air Act.

****** GENERAL STATE CALENDAR ******
SENATE BILLS
THIRD READING

SB 790  Buckingham
SP: Morrison
Relating to certain audit and reporting requirements of regional planning commissions.

SB 2137  Hinojosa
SP: Canales
Relating to the use of municipal hotel occupancy tax revenue by certain municipalities.

SB 668  Hughes
SP: VanDeaver
Relating to data collection, reporting, and notice requirements for certain educational entities.

SB 1784  Zaffirini
SP: Leach
Relating to the deduction from applied income of compensation paid to guardians of certain Medicaid recipients.

SB 827  Huffman
SP: Smithee
Relating to the transfer of civil cases by the judicial panel on multidistrict litigation.

SB 1494  Paxton / et al.
SP: Wu / Miller / Klick / Hinojosa / Rose
Relating to the confidentiality of personal information of certain employees and contractors of the Department of Family and Protective Services.

SB 1707  Lucio
SP: Allen
Relating to the duties of school district peace officers, school resource officers, and security personnel.

SB 1189  Buckingham / et al.
SP: Capriglione
Relating to certain deceptive advertising of legal services.

SB 357  Nichols / et al.
SP: Canales
Relating to outdoor advertising signs regulated by the Texas Department of Transportation.
SB 1257  Huffman / et al.  
SP: Leach / Bonnen, Greg  
Relating to the investigation and prosecution of criminal offenses involving the trafficking of persons.

SB 1312  Lucio / et al.  
SP: Guerra  
Relating to certain programs to prevent vector-borne and zoonotic diseases in border counties; requiring an occupational license; authorizing a fee.

SB 1370  Nichols  
SP: Ashby  
Relating to invoices and payments under certain state contracts for outside legal services.

SB 557  Kolkhorst / et al.  
SP: Moody  
Relating to use of the electronic funds transfer system operated by the comptroller.

SB 1852  Paxton  
SP: Smithee  
Relating to disclosures required in connection with the issuance of certain health benefit plans.

SB 1497  Zaffirini  
SP: Parker  
Relating to the registration and regulation of brokers by the Public Utility Commission of Texas.

SB 1511  Nichols / et al.  
SP: Cyrier / Toth / Martinez / Holland / Bucy / et al.  
Relating to the operation of the Battleship "Texas."

SB 781  Kolkhorst  
SP: Leman  
Relating to the regulation of child-care facilities.

SB 1531  Hancock  
SP: White  
Relating to the eligibility for certain occupational licenses and the use of a person's criminal history as grounds for certain actions related to the license.

SB 2200  Kolkhorst  
SP: Turner, John / Davis, Sarah / Sheffield / Cortez  
Relating to the authority of the Health and Human Services Commission to obtain criminal history record information.

SB 1700  Whitmire  
SP: Miller  
Relating to the discharge of a prisoner from a county jail.

SB 2119  Alvarado  
SP: Goldman  
Relating to the transfer of the regulation of motor fuel metering and motor fuel quality from the Department of Agriculture to the Texas Department of Licensing and Regulation; providing civil and administrative penalties; creating criminal offenses; requiring occupational licenses; authorizing fees.

SB 1801  Huffman  
SP: Hunter / Thompson, Senfronia  
Relating to orders of nondisclosure for certain victims of trafficking of persons or compelling prostitution.
SB 536  
Zaffirini  
SP: Murr  
Relating to associate judges for guardianship proceedings and protective services proceedings in certain courts.

SB 1823  
Campbell  
SP: Murphy  
Relating to the regulation of state banks, state trust companies, and third-party service providers of state banks and state trust companies.

SB 821  
Nelson  
SP: Price  
Relating to children's advocacy centers.

SB 1746  
Miles / et al.  
SP: White / Reynolds / Rose / et al.  
Relating to the inclusion of certain students as students at risk of dropping out of school.

SB 2223  
Creighton  
SP: Canales / Cain  
Relating to the efficient provision of pilot services by the board of pilot commissioners for Harris County ports.

SB 1915  
Alvarado  
SP: Canales / Cain  
Relating to the board of pilot commissioners for Harris County ports.

SB 1468  
Campbell  
SP: Goodwin  
Relating to annexation by certain municipalities of a special district under a strategic partnership agreement.

********** POSTPONED BUSINESS **********  
UNTIL 10:00 AM

SB 604  
Buckingham / et al.  
SP: Paddie  
Relating to the continuation and functions of the Texas Department of Motor Vehicles and to the operations of certain other entities performing functions associated with the department.

********** MAJOR STATE CALENDAR **********  
SENATE BILLS  
SECOND READING

SB 608  
Watson / et al.  
SP: Paddie  
Relating to the continuation and functions of the School Land Board.

SB 615  
Buckingham / et al.  
SP: Paddie  
Relating to the operations and functions of the Texas Windstorm Insurance Association and the sunset review date for and programs administered by the association; authorizing a fee.
SB 616  Birdwell / et al.  
SP: Paddle  
Relating to the continuation and functions of the Department of Public Safety of the State of Texas, the conditional transfer of the driver licensing program to the Texas Department of Motor Vehicles, the abolition of the Texas Private Security Board, the transfer of the motorcycle and off-highway vehicle operator training programs to the Texas Department of Licensing and Regulation, and the regulation of other programs administered by the Department of Public Safety; imposing an administrative penalty; authorizing and repealing the authorization for fees.

SB 619  Birdwell / et al.  
SP: Paddle  
Relating to the sunset review process and certain governmental entities subject to that process.

SB 7  Creighton / et al.  
SP: Phelan  
Relating to flood planning, mitigation, and infrastructure projects; making an appropriation.

SB 8  Perry / et al.  
SP: Larson  
Relating to state and regional flood planning.

******* GENERAL STATE CALENDAR *******
SENATE BILLS  
SECOND READING

SB 16  Hancock / et al.  
SP: Stucky  
Relating to a student loan repayment assistance program for certain full-time peace officers in this state.

SB 1259  Huffman  
SP: Klick / Howard / Thompson, Senfronia / Button / Noble / et al.  
Relating to the prosecution of the offense of sexual assault.

SB 282  Buckingham / et al.  
SP: Buckley / Beckley / Shine / Bowers  
Relating to the allocation of money associated with delays of transportation projects.

SB 2135  Powell  
SP: Cortez  
Relating to information a law enforcement agency is required to share with a school district about a person who may be a student.

SB 1415  Hancock  
SP: Geren  
Relating to the ownership, control, or operation of a franchised or nonfranchised dealer or dealership by certain motor vehicle manufacturers and distributors.

SB 1575  Alvarado / et al.  
SP: Krause  
Relating to governmental immunity for and adjudication of claims arising from a local governmental entity's disaster recovery contract.

SB 700  Nichols / et al.  
SP: Geren  
Relating to retail public utilities that provide water or sewer service.
SB 494      Huffman / et al.
SP: Walle
Relating to certain procedures applicable to meetings under the open
meetings law and the disclosure of public information under the public
information law in the event of an emergency, urgent public necessity, or
catastrophic event.

SB 1584      Hughes
SP: Paul
Relating to satisfaction of continuing education requirements for certain
insurance adjusters.

SB 935      Hancock / et al.
SP: Shine / Martinez Fischer / Darby / Cortez
Relating to reimbursement of federal military treatment facilities under the
workers' compensation system.

SB 891      Huffman / et al.
SP: Leach / Holland / et al.
Relating to the operation and administration of and practice in and grants
provided by courts in the judicial branch of state government; imposing a
fee; creating a criminal offense.

SB 1742      Menéndez / et al.
SP: Johnson, Julie
Relating to physician and health care provider directories for certain
health benefit plans.

SB 962      Nichols
SP: Zerwas
Relating to the determination of the sufficient balance of the economic
stabilization fund for the purpose of allocating general revenue to that
fund and the state highway fund.

SB 31      Zaffirini / et al.
SP: Smithee / Guillen
Relating to establishing a guardianship abuse, fraud, and exploitation
deterrence program.

SB 201      Huffman / et al.
SP: Oliverson
Relating to increasing the criminal penalties for certain offenses committed
in a disaster area or an evacuated area.

SB 1153      Hancock
SP: Smithee
Relating to the Texas Life and Health Insurance Guaranty Association.

SB 1232      Creighton
SP: Goldman
Relating to the delivery of alcoholic beverages by the holder of a wine and
beer retailer's permit.

SB 68      Nelson / et al.
SP: Schaefer
Relating to strategic fiscal reviews of state agencies and programs.

SB 936      Hancock
SP: Hernandez
Relating to a cybersecurity monitor for certain electric utilities.

SB 1324      Taylor / et al.
SP: Turner, Chris
Relating to the filing of a degree plan by students at public institutions
of higher education.
SB 443 Hancock / et al.
SP: Murphy
Relating to the period for which a property owner may receive a residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for property that is rendered uninhabitable or unusable as a result of a disaster.

SB 1450 Hancock
SP: Paddie
Relating to the delivery of alcoholic beverages from certain premises to ultimate consumers; authorizing a fee; creating an offense.

SB 1679 West
SP: Turner, John / Meyer / VanDeaver / Bernal / et al.
Relating to eligibility of certain children for free prekindergarten programs in public schools.

SB 1211 Hancock
SP: King, Phil / Patterson / Harless / Parker / Hernandez
Relating to regulation of mergers and consolidations of power generation companies.
Section 1. This rule for floor consideration of SB 615 is proposed by the Committee on Calendars, pursuant to House Rule 3, Section 4(2). The rule will be effective if it is approved by the house, in accordance with House Rule 6, Section 16(f).

Section 2. All original amendments that will be offered during second reading consideration of the bill must be filed with the chief clerk by 10 a.m. on Wednesday, May 15.